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The project is sited below a rail-line in the heart of Akihabara, Tokyo, 
Japan.  This district of the city, known as ‘The Electric City’, is a hub for 
the ‘Otaku’; individuals devoted to technology, video games, and anime 
culture.  The area is densely populated with multi-floor entertainment 
centres, arcades, electronic stores, and anime shops.  The site is situated 
at a major intersection of the district with heavy pedestrian traffic and 
close proximity to the Akihabara train station.

SImilar to the Japanese Metabolist movement, the project is focused 
on producing architectural forms, systems, and spaces that are able to 
evolve, adapt, and be built upon in such a way to not be limited to a 
predefined function. An act to free architecture from rigidity by stepping 
away from static forms. This concept was manifested in variety of 
forms at varying scales, in this case, the movable and flexible based 
architecture is of interest. The participants of the spaces are no longer 
limited to a specific spatial conditions, but are provided with a system of 
personal adjustment.

Programme

Artist residency, studio, gallery, and performance space

Location

‘The Electric City’
Akihabara, Tokyo, Japan
35.6984° N, 139.7722° E

Building Area

Main    136.55  square meters
Level 2      67.75  square meters

Residence     25.15  square meters

Total    204.30  square meters

Birdseye view of site in Akihabara, Tokyo. 97



Akihabara.98



Narrow street adjacent to site. 99



Akihabara site below rail-line.100



Akihabara. 101



Site below rail-line at Akihabara.102





Main Floor Plan104 



Second Floor Plan 105
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Screen movement and spacing studies. 107



Section AA108



Section BB 109



Axonometric of site.

Natural and artificial light project into the space passing through layers of translucent fabric. 
Each layer interferes; breaking apart the overall light source while registering movement 
within the interior and exterior. The modulated light continues into the street reflecting off 

of adjacent buildings and back into the interior space. 

A system of light and material is formed;  visually synthesizing the interior and exterior 
by passively responding to changing conditions. Space, material, and light amplify one 
another, capturing and reintroducing their movements into the site creating a generative 

framework for visual feedback.
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1  source: natural and artifical light
2  target: translucent fabric screens 
3  interference: movement and site conditions
4 reflection: source and target to interior
5  detector: register of the source and target

Axonometric of site.112
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